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Google Chrome for Windows and Mac is a free web browser developed by internet giant Google. Chrome is designed to give its users a quick and easy browsing experience, which is why its user interface is pretty clean. Google has worked to make its browser a secure one with great settings, information and cookie management built-in
tools. A computer can have multiple browsers at the same time. This means you don't have to delete Explorer when you install Google Chrome on a computer. In fact, advanced users use different browsers for different reasons. Google Chrome is the best choice for Internet users who have a Windows computer and who meet one of the
following criteria: A slow Internet connection. They need an updated browser. They're not tech experts. Google Chrome speed is one of the fastest, if not fastest, browsers on the market. There are several reasons for this: The simplicity of its interface, with little more than the empty minimum, makes it consume very little RAM. Even if
extensions and plug-ins have been installed, they don't load when the page loads, so the user doesn't have to wait. It uses the latest JavaScript engine available at any time. It has a DNS pre-retrieval function, which improves the loading speed of different web pages. It relies on Google's servers to do this. Google Chrome Automatic
Updates don't rely on the user for updates, they just update. Whenever Google releases a new update, which it does quite often, it installs the appropriate files. As a result, many users do not know what version of Chrome they have installed. To find out, just click the key icon that is in the upper-right corner. Security Updates always
incorporates an updated version of malware and phishing databases, so users will see an alert every time they go to a listed website. Security and privacy is one of the key features of this browser. Customizable home page Users can customize the home page that Google Chrome displays when a user opens their browser. There are two
options: thumbnails of the most visited sites that work as shortcuts and can be changed to your preferences. Installed app icons. The markbar There is a yellow star placed in the upper-right corner next to the key that allows users to save the web pages they visit. They can be stored in the bookmark bar or in a user-designed, hierarchical,
or other structure. The bookmark bar can be kept visible or hidden. Google Chrome Extensions One of the biggest advantages of Google Chrome for Windows is the variety of extensions it offers. These extensions are apps that the user decides whether to install in the browser. The decision is personal and depends on the needs or
interests of each user. Google Chrome installs three of them by default: Google search engine, Gmail, and YouTube. There are extensions of all kinds, from games to social networking tools and Even though most of them are free, others are paid or have paid versions. Here is a link to the popular add-ons that we suggest. It is important to
install only the extensions that are needed so as not to affect the performance of the browser. Google Chrome and its relationship with Google Chrome is called Google Chrome for a reason. It's Google's browser and it's designed to be optimized for searches. The search engine is one of three extensions that appear in the default startup
window and to perform a search users just have to write their search terms in it and press enter. Data Synchronization and Google Google Services offer all types of services. From Gmail email to Google Maps and The YouTube social network. If you're using any of them, your browser lets you sync them all to sign in at the same time.
This sync saves bookmarks, extensions, favorites, and themes to the cloud. This means that they will be available on any device when you sign in to Google Chrome. Incognito navigation in Google Chrome. Like other browsers, Google Chrome allows you to browse without tracking. In this navigation mode, the program does not track or
save data from the pages you visit. Avoiding tracking means that cookies are not saved, for example, so that users receive less advertising. The option is disabled by default. To turn it on, go to the configuration menu (key): Show advanced options Check send a Do not track with browsing traffic. Different profiles in Google Chrome One of
the reasons for the popularity of Google Chrome is how easy it is to create multiple profiles. Profiles are, to simply put it, different browser compartments where users can store their bookmarks and search history, etc. It's a good idea to have more profiles if you share your computer. This means that each user can have their own profile
and access to their own data. Creating multiple profiles in Google Chrome can be useful even when there is only one user. It allows you to manage different accounts on social networks and keep your work activity on the web separate from your personal activities, etc. Installing Google Chrome has some advantages that far outweigh its
disadvantages. Chrome is your browser if you're looking for a fast, secure, and easy-to-use web browser. With its extensions, you incorporate features to it, as if they were modules in a very easy way. You may also want to consider other popular free browsers, such as Mozilla Firefox, Microsoft Edge, Opera or another wide range of free
browsers available for Windows. Chrome enjoys an increasing number of users, library of add-ons and extensions. Updates are made in the background, so no annoying interference in the workflow will happen. The interface is stripped down of any unnecessary buttons. Everything is kept to a minimum, including toolbars; the browsing
experience is clean and makes most of the screens available. It features hardware, hardware, executing codes, and a JavaScript engine improving loading times constantly. In incognito mode, history recording is disabled. HTML5 works smoothly, and accounts can be synced to the cloud, and from a security point of view manages threats
better and better because Google's development team is passionate about the dangers of the web with each update. You can also find in this video some useful hidden features of your browser: Features and Benefits Google Chrome:Fast to launch, fast to upload web pagesFast to start from desktopLoads web pages in a snapRuns web
apps faster than everGet to your favorite sites with just a click, from the thumbnails of the most visited sites on the New TabThemes page to add delight to your browserDesigned for efficiency and ease of useSearch and browse to webpages in the same boxArrange and organize the tabs you want - fast and easy Latest version:
87.0.4280.66 File name: 87.0.4280.66_chrome_installer.exe MD5 checksum: ABCB34E31CF0C08674BC099A9C556BFE Supported Operating System Windows 10 / Windows 8 / Windows 7 Chrome is almost a synonym of the Internet. The browser developed at Mountain View, officially launched in 2008, is already the web browser by
excellence on both desktop and laptops, as well as Android mobile devices. In less than a decade, Google's app has become the preferred program for hundreds and thousands of millions of users to access the Internet and its online content. The browser preferred by over a billion users. Every year, its market share goes big rocket, and
that despite being the latest actor to take part in the so-called browser war, starring Internet Explorer, released by Microsoft in 1995, and Firefox, published by Mozilla back in 2002. Even the attempts of the guys from Redmond to win back their hegemonic position, with the launch of the edge, don't seem to be going anywhere in the near
future. Why is Google Chrome the best browser in the world? Google's browser, based on the open-source Crom project and using the Blink playback engine (a Webkit fork), is faster, more efficient and easier than its rivals. Not because we say it ourselves, but for the different benchmarks made each year on these products to measure
their performance. If you weren't a good enough reason to choose instead of its competitors, its appealing features make it even more interesting: An easy browser that gets constant updates with new features and security enhancements. Web pages load faster than any other alternative. The ability to sign in and sync your activity on
Chrome on any other device. Tab-based navigation with different shortcut keys to manage them all. to reopen Chrome where you last left it, with all tabs open since the last session. Incognito Mode to browse privately without leaving a trace of your activity. Delete your search history and download easily. Save and manage bookmarks so
you can quickly access all favorite pages. Automatically fill out functions to suggest searches, web pages, and form filling out. Store your extensions to add new functionality to our browser through plug-ins. The Chrome Web Store also includes different themes to customize the appearance of your browser. The feature to manage other
PCs in our browser through the Chrome Remote Desktop extension. The ability to launch Android apps in your browser. The function of disabling individual tabs only if any of them plays a sound that we want to remove. Block Flash content by default in favor of HTML5. Quick searches directly from the address bar or Omnibox. PDF
viewer embedded in the app. Protection against phishing and all types of malware. Password manager embedded in the browser. 64-bit version, faster, safer and more stable. In addition, users of this browser may be the first to know and experience future updates thanks to the developer and beta-tester version, so is the Chrome Canary
case (there's nothing better than trying all the future features of our favorite browser before anyone else). Updates to the latest version The latest version of Google Chrome comes along with important updates after it is listed below:
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